Ascended Masters
The demon "Black egg laying chicken" is a name that comes from
the white leghorn chicken. This chicken lays eggs continuously and is
nervous and flighty.
These say, read these false reports first before you read the
Everlasting Gospel.
In hearing rumors, one is not able to know the truth of them. One
must rely on staff or family to tell them as the accursed are not there to
defend themselves.
This demon is one that must be seen as one of denying Christ in
the truth of the rumors and fiascos concerning others. These are not
after the saving of souls but of throwing them off the path. They are not
bringers of the gospel or the "good news," they are there to bring the
"bad news" that there is no path to eternal life worth seeking as they
have reports that will put you to shame should you decide to go on this
path. The question before others is, given these rumors they laid as
traps, will they make their ascension? Will they turn around and walk
back up the mountain. How will they wade through this wrong
information when there is not an effort either by these to remove these
false reports.
This path is only won through faith. How can a chela know how to
balance karma if it not be for the Guru to instruct him daily? How is it
possible for the chela to know of evil if it not be the Guru guiding him
along the way? These with the demons seek the attention on their own
person so they can say, "I told you so." They do not bring people to the
feet of Christ to say, "You must seek Christ or the Christ Guru, he will
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tell the way to eternal life. Go find out who is of the Great White
Brotherhood. You can ascend following after the Christ path. It is written
in Chela and the Path."
This demon would have you spread rumors as fact that were
fiascos throughout the community. It caused many to leave the
teachings. Those remaining in the teachings felt shame at having
become associated with the Ascended Masters.
This is a great burden on their souls. They feel shame at being
called "goos" when it is by a love relationship between the Guru and
chela that one can arrive at the ascension. It is a love that has no doubt.
One obeys unconditionally and loves unconditionally an El Morya or
Saint Germain or Mother Mary. There are no questions asked, there is
only "how can I be of help?" that the chelas ask. This love and trust is
seared by the spread of these rumors. They are the work of the demon
to tear the chela from the Guru.
These are of the anti-cult movement who are a continuous stream
of innuendo and calling to question each tenet of faith as brainwashing.
It is how they can encamp outside the borders of a holy
community that they might show their reports to take one old or new
from walking the path that is one of a blind belief and uncompromising
faith and unconditional love for Archangel or an El Morya or one of the
Gurus.
In this relationship one gives ones all and on the return current,
the Guru gives all. The chela is given such dispensations as to ascend
having balanced 50% of karma that saves him thousands of years. The
Guru is able to help balance that karma swiftly should the chela work on
himself while serving on his staff that is not as easily done elsewhere.
These are what these rumors seek to stop in the chela coming to the
feet of the Ascended Masters for moving towards his ascension.
They deny Christ, spread rumors and they take no responsibility
for their actions. Some of these have not come to the Archangel Michael
Assignment, they do not take accountability, neither for their
association with the Ascended Masters, neither those whom they have
hurt in breaking the love ties that chelas had towards an El Morya and
the Ascended Masters.
These are egg layers. They leave behind their false reports that
hatch and become demons of their own. Incoming souls who hear these
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reports about the Messenger are not able to hear the teachings through
her any longer only another. The rumors cannot be substantiated and
there is left fear and distrust. It is only possible to make some sense of
these reports if one has been an advanced student to know what does it
means to be balancing karma at the 50% level, what is Ascended Master
prophecy and so on. The incoming student does not know the
difference. Thus these rumors are weapons that are as landmines.
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